The App Revolutionizing Customer Loyalty
As much as coffee is part of our morning routine, it is also
ingrained in our culture. It impacts the way we interact as
human beings — or don’t interact at all, at least until we’ve had
our coffee. In today’s world, the same thing can be said about
technology: It’s become an integral part of our lives and our
world. For most of us, our phones are the first thing we reach
for when we wake up, and they keep us going all day long.
So, the idea of building technology around coffee makes sense
— particularly mobile technology, as people are constantly on
the go. And, who better than Starbucks®, a pioneer in the coffee
industry, to lead us in the direction of integrating our “cup of joe”
with our mobile phones?
Every year, since launching its loyalty program and mobile
payment program, Starbucks has introduced new technologyenabled capabilities that better meet the needs of consumers.
“They’re driving the direction all merchants are going with
mobile payments, loyalty and consumer engagement,” says Basil
Abifaker, SVP, Head of Gift Solutions Product at First Data.
the ‘correct services’ at the ‘correct
point in time.’ The payments, the
service, the interaction — everything
is consistent, and the consumers never
have to pull out their wallet or swipe
a card — that’s what our uCom
solutions deliver.”
First Data’s uCom journey began with
pilot programs and launches of mobile
apps from major players such as
ExxonMobil®, Taco Bell®, Chick-fil-A®
and McDonald’s. Though branded for
the merchant, First Data is responsible
for the payment infrastructure behind
each brand’s apps. When the Chickfil-A One™ app launched and was
downloaded more than a million
times in just three days, it was up to
First Data to handle the volume of
“skip the line” customer transactions
that immediately poured in. “All
of these apps are designed to get
customers what they want, faster,”
explains Mackay.

Beyond apps that enable ordering,
payment processing and rewards
tracking, First Data is most excited
about the work it is doing to link
together First Data Marketplace clients
across multiple verticals (automotive,
QSR, petroleum and convenience
stores, and banks) together to launch
new-to-world commerce solutions.
An example of this is what First Data
is doing to integrate these vertical
clients with a major car manufacturer,
to bring the “connected car” to
consumers. Today’s connected car
is part of the exploding Internet of
Things (IoT) that authenticates drivers
by the technology built into their
cars. That way, customers don’t even
need a phone when they go through
a drive-thru. “We’re bringing a lot of
other services to original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) companies to
include paying online, paying via
mobile, delivering recommendations
and offers based on geolocators,

getting repairs done, even interacting
with the dealership; the automotive
side isn’t just the connected car, it’s
the full ecosystem of it,” says Mackay.
“The things we’re bringing to market
are innovative and exciting, but more
importantly, they’re really delivering
the convenience, optionality and
flexibility consumers are demanding
today. When you look at the brands
that are exploding right now —
consumers are making it pretty clear
that if a merchant delivers a fast
solution, there is a greater chance of
developing loyal, happy customers.”
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Today, more and more of the chain’s customers rely on
the Starbucks app for their daily coffee fix. So much so,
according to Starbucks president and CEO Kevin Johnson, that
mobile payments increased to 20 percent of total transactions in
the first quarter of 2017.1 Not only that, but its gift card program
is thriving, with a $2.1 billion surge in new gift card purchases
and reloads in the first quarter, both digitally and online.
“Those numbers are a reflection of the strength of our brand, as
well as the power of our digital [innovation],” Johnson said.
Scott Maw, Starbucks EVP and CFO, said at a recent conference
that the company’s latest innovation increases interaction with
consumers by pushing personalized real-time messages through
the mobile app.2
Abifaker explained, “The rich data behind every account number
provides Starbucks with valuable information about who their
customers are, where they’re located and how often they interact
with their gift cards. So, it is allowing them to convert traditional
stored-value programs into marketing opportunities.”
And, according to Starbucks, these new one-to-one real-time
messages are proving to accelerate spend per card member. At
the same time, they’re also helping to increase customer loyalty
and build brand awareness. In fact, Adam Brotman, Starbucks
EVP, Global Retail Operations, recently predicted on an
earnings call that the company’s mobile app will soon account
for more than half of all transactions in its U.S. stores.3 Just more
proof that merging coffee and mobile was one of the company’s
best decisions.
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